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Computer Services, Inc.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
COMPRO Announces Sale of Legacy Computer Replacement System (LCRS)
to Q4 Services, LLC for ATR-42 Commercial Flight Trainer Host Replacement
Melbourne, FL (November 1, 2010): COMPRO, a global supplier of highly deterministic, realtime computers and simulation systems, announces the sale of its Legacy Computer
Replacement System (LCRS) to Q4 Services, LLC, to replace a Gould CSD MultiSEL host
computer.
The 80ʼs-generation MultiSEL was originally used to host a certified American Airlines ATR-42
commercial flight simulator. The simulator was later sold to a third party in Orlando, Florida, and
Q4, who is upgrading the device, selected COMPRO to provide the critical host replacement.
COMPROʼs LCRS is a drop-in SEL/Gould/Encore host replacement solution that runs
unmodified legacy code using COTS hardware and software, delivering outstanding
compatibility, expansion potential and dramatically improved performance at a fraction of the
cost and risk of traditional re-hosting.
About COMPRO
COMPRO and its worldwide affiliate Encore companies are providers of mission-critical defense
and commercial simulation, data acquisition, and process control solutions. COMPRO is a
turnkey provider of flight simulation products and services, and offers a wide range of simulation
product solutions for military and commercial customers ranging from Flight Training Devices to
classroom learning systems. COMPRO products include MUSE™, an innovative simulation
software suite with a state-of-the-art Graphical User Interface (GUI) Toolkit, SimBright™ Visual
solutions, and Real-Time clustering for imaging, data acquisition, air space/battlefield
management, and flight simulation applications. COMPRO and its affiliates provide COTS
migration solutions, support services, and full logistics support for Encore, Gould, SEL, SGI®,
HP®, and Sun® systems.
COMPRO was established in 1985. The company is a direct supplier to customers with missioncritical needs and a technology supplier to OEMs and Systems Integrators. Over 10,000
COMPRO systems service a world-wide base of 3,000 customers with over $1.5B of installed
products. COMPROʼs North American operations are headquartered in Melbourne, Florida and
Denver, Colorado. Global locations include Brazil, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Spain, and
the United Kingdom.
For more information on COMPROʼs products and services, please contact us as follows:
• Main phone: (321) 727-2211 / Fax: (321) 727-7009
• General questions about products, services, and support: questions@compro.net
• Questions regarding support options: support@compro.net
• Questions regarding simulation products, services, and support: simulation@compro.net
• If you are interested in purchasing COMPRO products or support: sales@compro.net
• For employment opportunities, please send email: employment@compro.net
Visit COMPROʼs website at www.compro.net

